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Ultra Beating Rotary



- High Room Temperature
- Effective 5-section counter flow
- Lukewarm Water
- Special Vibration
- Low tension

It is characterized by a long zone of high steam temperature, 90～ 95℃, to rise up the temperature of the fabric. 
Stains are exited in molecular motion to be easy to run off.

Features

High Room Temperature

It is designed for the washing water in a bath to flow in a form of counter flow which is divided to five sections in one bath. 
This counter flow keeps cleaner water at back side of bath for effective washing especially at the exit.

The fabric can be rinsed with the fresh and lukewarm water due to such a design which prevents the hot contaminated used 
water reattaching to the fabric which has just been washed. Also, it makes much less steam consumption.

Effective 5-section counter flow

Lukewarm Water



High frequency pulse waves are irradiated onto the fabric in order to achieve an effective run off for the stains, and it is 
designed not to bring the contaminated water to the next bath, so improvements in de-watering and washing effects are 
highly expected.
The vibration generated by impacts, about  5,000~10,000 times per minute, are provided onto the fabric, so impurities can 
be also beaten out of the fiber structure in the fabric.

Special Vibration

The tension for the fabric during the process is small, and knitted fabric is also possible to be run with UBR Steam Soaper. 
No crease on the fabric for sure.

Low tension

・Water    :　1500～ 2100 liter/hr.
・Steam   :　100 kg/hr.
・Electric :　7.5 kw

Energy Consumption (per bath)

High washing efficiency, saving energy consumption, 
and minimized mchine space becomes real.

< Fabric Capacity >
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CLOTH CAP.29M ROOM TEMPERATURE

STEAM HEATING
90 ~ 95℃

WATER SUPPLY

5 - SECTION COUTERFLOW SYSTEMDRAINAGE:50 ~ 70℃

PH7.5 ~ 8.0

PH12.0 ~ 13.0

25 ~ 35℃

ROTARY VIBRATOR × 4PCS.
MAX:100r / min
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< General Washing >

< Print Washing >

< Scouring & Bleaching >


